Open Science Meetup
2018 Conference Program
Bali, Indonesia
April 23-29

Meeting Participants
Afrilya (Indonesia; Tim Sains Terbuka)
Bryn Bellomy (USA; ConScience)
Daniel Berntsson (Sweden & Indonesia; IGDORE & Mullvad)
Daniel Holmgren (USA; ConScience)
Dr. Dasapta Erwin Irawan (Indonesia; Institut Teknologi Bandung & Tim Sains Terbuka)
Dr. Etienne LeBel (Canada; Curate Science & IGDORE)
Dr. Jon Tennant (UK; Open Science MOOC)
Dr. Lawrence Rajendran (Switzerland; ScienceMatters & University of Zurich)
Dr. Rebecca Willén (Sweden & Indonesia; IGDORE)
Dr. Renée Otmar (Australia; Western Alliance)
Febriana Isnaini (Indonesia; IGDORE)
Gumilang Reza Andika (Indonesia; Kopernik)
Julia Rohrer (Germany; Universität Leipzig) - Participating from remote
Lisa Matthias (Germany; Georg-August Universität Göttingen)
Rieki Cordon (world citizen interested in science, economy & blockchain)
Serinya Gjemmestad (high school student interested in science)
Surya Dalimunthe (Indonesia; Tim Sains Terbuka)

Projects to be Presented
This meetup focus on presentations of innovative projects and ideas aimed at improving
science. We employ flexibility with regard to type and length of presentations.
Please note that the list below is not final. The final program will include proper titles of
each presentation supplemented with brief descriptions. We also expect additional
presentations to be scheduled in the final program.

Project

Speaker(s)

Type

Length

Curate Science

Etienne LeBel

Presentation

60 min

IGDORE

Rebecca Willén

Presentation

60 min

Open Science MOOC

Jon Tennant

Presentation

45 min

Retroactive Disclosure
Statements

Rebecca Willén

Presentation

15 min

Loss of Confidence

Julia Rohrer

Presentation

20 min

ScienceMatters

Lawrence Rajendran

ConScience

Bryn Bellomy & Daniel
Holmgren

Presentation & 120 min
Round Table
Discussions

Blockchain For Science

Pending

Tim Sains Terbuka – The first
open science organisation in
Indonesia

Surya Dalimunthe & Afrilya

Presentation

Science in Transit: How to
Deal with Past Sins when
Science Opens Up?

Lead: Rebecca Willén

Round Table
Discussions /
Workshops

Pending

Lisa Matthias

Pending

Dasapta Erwin Irawan

Venue
IGDORE’s first coworking space for scientists and students will be the host of this meetup.
It’s located on Jalan Made Lebah 12 in Ubud, Bali, Indonesia. Attendees have free access
to the whole coworking space free of charge during the week of the meetup. The main
workspace is on the first floor and this is where most of the presentations will be held.
Second floor has a lunch room and a lush terrace as well as three small rooms that can be
used for small meetings and discussions. On second floor you will also find the kitchen in
which you at any time can get yourself more coffee, cold drinks, noodles, fruits and
snacks.

Preliminary Schedule
We aim for two sessions per day: 10:00-12:00 and 13:00-16:00. The plan is to create
much space for reflective discussions and to avoid cutting in on creative and lively
discussions due to time restrains.
All scheduled presentations will be held between Monday and Friday. The meetup will
continue on Saturday and Sunday, but we will keep these two days dedicated to ideas that
come up during the meetup.
There will be several relaxed social events during the meetup; family and friends are very
welcome to join in on these events. We will typically begin around 18:00 and the events
will be held at IGDORE or nearby restaurants. Attendees are also very welcome to make
use of IGDORE’s terrace for spontaneous beers and discussions.

